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ABSTRACT

The Boltzmann equation is solved for a system consisting of alternating ferromagnetic -
normal metallic layers. The in-plane conductance of the film is calculated for two configurations:
successive ferromagnetic layers aligned (i) parallel and (ii) antiparallcl to each other. The results
explain the giant negative magnetoresistance encountered in these systems when an initial
antiparallel arrangement is changed into a parallel configuration by application of an external
magnetic field. The calculation depends on (A) geometric parameters (the thicknesses of the
layers); (B) intrinsic metal parameters (number of conduction electrons, magnetization and
effective masses in the layers); (C) bulk sample properties (conductivity relaxation times); and
(D) interface scattering properties (diffuse scauering versus potential scattering at the interfaces).
lt is found that a large negative magnetoresistance requires, in general, considerable asymmetry
in the interface scattering for the two spin orientations. Ali qualitative features of the experi-
ments am reproduced. Quantitative agreement can be-achieved with sensible values of the
parameters. The effect can be conceptually explained based on considerations of phase.space
availability for an electron of a given spin orientaOon as it travels through the multilayer sample
in the various configurations and traverses the interfaces,

1. INTRODUCTION

Ferromagnetic-normal metallic superlattices and sandwiches [1,2] display a number of
interesting properties, such as a varying interlayer magnetic coupling [3] and a negative, some-
times very large magnetoresistance (MR) effect [4-15]. Examples are (Ntl::e/Cu/NiFe),
('NiFe/Ag/NiFe), (FedCr)., (Co/Cu)., (Fe/Cu),,, and (Co/Ru)., to name just a few. It has been
found that the magnetic moment of each ferromagnetic layer is arranged with respect to that of
the neighboring ferromagnetic layers either in a parallel fashion, or in an antiparallel one,
depending on the thickness of the metal spacers and on the quality of the interfaces.

When the conditions are such that the consecutive moments are arranged antiparallel to
each other, the application of an external magnetic field to the sample results irt two effects: (1)
the moments rearrange themselves into a completely parallel arrangement in fields of the order a,x3
of 1 T; and (2) the sample decreases its resistance negative MR in ali directions (in-plane in =cD

particular) by varying amounts which can be as small as a few percent, and as large as 55% (for E'
Co/Cu at liquid Helium temperatures) [13]• A decrease by more thrm 20% is generally known as ="
the giant magnetoresistance effect (GMR),

Even though the current knowledge of the MR effect ks incomplete, one fact that has cD"-
emerged is that spin.dependent interfacial scattering plays an important role. Experiments by cDtD.

FuUerton et al. [16] indicate that increased interfacial roughness enhances the GMR. Baumgart
et al. [17] have tbund that ultrathin layers of elements (V, Mn, Ge, lr, or AI) deposited at the
Fe/Cr interface lead to changes in the MR which correlate with the ratio of spin-up and spin-
down resistivities arising from spin-dependent impurity scattering of these elements when alloyed
with Fe. This result is in agreement with the suggestion of Baibich et al. [4] that the spin-
dependence of impurity scattering at the interfaces is related to that observed [18] in alloyed fer-
romagnetic metals such as Fe, Co, and Ni.

Further confirmation of the importance of the interface in the MR effect was provided by
Barth61_my et al. [19] who point out that the experimental data they obtainedfor epitaxially
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grown Fe(001)/Cr(001) multilayers seem to be in agreement with a variation of the MR of the
form

exp(-tc,/k*) ,

where tc,. is the thickness of Cr layer and k* is a leng_ of the order of the mean free path.
Such a variation of the MR with layer thickness is expected from spin-dependent interface
scattering.

It should be emphasized that it is important to distinguish between the concepts of spin-flip
scattering and spin-dependent scattering. The first refers to an event in which, during scattering,
an electron reverses its spin orientation; such a phenomenon is normally caused by spin-orbit
effects and/or by scattering from impurities with a localized magnetic moment. Spin-flip scatter-
ing is neglected in this contribution. The second one refers to the fact that electrons with
different spin orientations experience different potentials and have different phase-space distribu-
tions. Consequently they have very different scattering cross sections both in the bulk and at the
interfaces. The latter is extremely relevant for the purposes of this study.

It is the aim of this contribution to present a model that incorporates spin-dependent inter-
facial scattering in a more realistic way. While the model presented here is similar in many
respects to that of Camley and Bama_ [20,21] it does not suffer from the shortcomings in the
description of interfacial scattering encountered there. Utilization of a more accurate description
of the interface permits a study and separation of the various scattering mechanisms and their
relevance in the MR effect.

The present model, an extension of the Fuchs-Sondheimer theory [22,23], uses a Stoner
description [2,4] of the itinerant ferromagnetic layers: it introduces different potentials for major-
ity and minority spins. Band-structure and electron-density effects are included only by means of
a constant, metal- and spin-dependent potential, and an isotropic effective mass for each spin in
each layer. The different potentials in neighboring layers results in coherent potential scattering
(i.e., refraction)of electrons as they traverse the interface, lt has been suggested [17] that this
effect alone could account for the observed spin-dependent transport properties and the oscilla-
tory effects with layer thickness [3]. Spin-dependent potentials are also responsible for different
densities of states at the Fermi level, i.e., different available phase space for the two different
spin orientations. The angular-dependent effects are treated by a quantum-mechanical matching
of the electron wave functions at the interfaces. Impurity scattering at the interface and interfa-
cial roughness are also a source of spin-dependent scattering, and they contribute to the present
model through a spin-dependent function, in a way similar to that used by Camley and Bamag.

The model predicts the dependence of the MR on the thickness of the layers, on the qual-
ity of the samples (mean free path) and on the quality (roughness) of the interfaces.

¢0
-..s

-." THE MODEL o_.,

The in-plane conductivity has been calculated for a multilayer structure consisting of alter- :r
hating layers of a ferromagnet (F) of thickness d,,., and a spacer layer of thickness ds. The coor- .'_
dinate system is chosen with the z axis perpendicular to the layers, and with complete isotropy =:

O

in the (x,y) plane, o¢:x.

For a given structure the conductivity was calculated for both antiparallel alignment,
denoted ¢_r+,and for parallel alignment, denoted oi.r, of the moments of successive F layers. In
the antiparallel arrangement the structure repeats itself after four layers (.../F r / s / F _ / s/...) ;
in the parallel arrangement the period consists of two layers (.../F r / s /...). Application of a
sufficiently large magnetic field to a sample in the antiparallel arrangement causes the magnetic
moments to align parallel to one another. The magnetoresistance (A9 / P), is defined by r,o

pr_ - prr orr - o'r_b.P__- = , (1)
p p_ o_

where P_,v =((:r_v )-I. Note that this quantity varies between zero and one (or 0 and 100%)



whenever the resistance decreases upon the application of an external magnetic field.

The conductivity for both alignments is obtained by adding the contributions of the spin-up
and the spin-down electrons, calculated separately. This is the two-current model [18], which
provides a good description of electron transport in magnetic 3d metals. As mentioned above
spin-flip processes, which mix the two currents, are neglected. It is known that their effect is
small at low temperatures.

The electrons involved in transport are regarded as free electron-like with spherical Fermi
surfaces. Within each layer the electrons move in a constant potential V,._ which depends on the
particular layer i and the spin cr of the electron.

The electron distribution function within each layer i and for each spin ¢_is written in the
form

f io(v,z ) = f i° (v) + girs(v,z) , (2)

wh/ch is independent of x and y by symmetry. In (2), the first term fi ° (v) is the equilibrium
distribution in the absence of an electric field and gi o(v,z) is the deviation from that equilibrium
in the presence of the electric field. For an electric field of magnitude E in the ,_ direction, the
Boltzmann equation in the relaxation time approximation reduces to

_gi¢_ gi¢_ le lE _f i0
---- + = (3)

c3z 'l:iovz miav, _gv,, '

where x_a is the relaxation time in layer i for spin ¢:r, and e is the charge of the electron. The
second-order term, proportional to the product (E . gi¢_), has been discarded since non-linear
effects (deviations from Ohm's law) are neglected. The Lorentz-force term, proportional to
(v x H/c), has also been dropped from the Boltzmann equation since it gives an effect which is
orders of magnitude smaller than those considered here [20].

Metal i Metal j

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the scattering process at the metal-metal inter-
face. The parameter S¢_defines the fraction controlled by the potentials; So R is
the probability of specular scattering; So T is the probability of transmission
(refraction) into the other metal.

Because of the boundary conditions it is useful to divide gia into two parts: gi_(v,z) if ,_,
v, > 0 and gi_(v,z) if v, < 0. The boundary conditions for the potential (non-diffusive) r,o



scattering at the (i ,j) interface then take the form

gi-a = Si);i:oRij:ogi+o + Sji',i;t_T)i;ogTo , (4)

gj+o = Sji:):oRji;ogj"o + Sij;j:oTii;ogi+o

Here S,j;k:o, which varies between zero and one, is a factor that indicates the degree of potential
scattering at the interface (i ,j) for an electron of spin cr arriving at the interface from the layer i
and being scauered into the layer k. The scattering follows the reflection-refraction laws when
all S = 1 and is completely diffusive when S = 0. The notation used for the transmission T and
the reflecdon R coefficients is the following: T,7;¢r - probability for an electron of spin o in
layer i to be transmitted (refracted) into layer j ; Rij;o -_ probability for an electron of spin cr
in layer i with a velocity directed towards layer j to be reflected back into layer i. The equa-
tions and boundary conditions, as written, satisfy ali necessary conservation laws.

The functional dependence of the coefficients was determined [25] by matching the free
electron-like (plane-wave) functions and their derivatives at each interface. The solution to this
problem, which is identical to that encountered in optics for an interface between two media
with different index of refraction, is shown schematically in figure 1.

The current density along the electric field in each layer i for electrons with spin o" is
given by

mit ]3J.io(z) = -le I _ f vx gio(v,z) d3v , (5)

where h is Planck's constant. The conductivity of the multilayer is obtained by averaging over
the whole film

1

= e a/,,,.X X J"s..oi o==T,,I.

The MR, (AO / P), is found by calculating independently the conductivities ¢_,_and orr.
The number of parameters necessary to characterize a structure is large. Associated with the
electrons in the F layers are the minority (denoted using a small subscript m) and the majority
(denoted using a capital subscript NI) spins with effective masses mm and mu, relaxation dines
x,,,,and xu, and potentials Vm and VM. The spin-up and spin-down electrons in the spacer layer
s move in a potential V, with an effective mass in, and relaxation time %. At the interfaces, the
functions So;k;o, which vary with angle of incidence, describe the interfacial scattering of the
majority and the minority spins.

The values of the potentials are determined by treating ali of the valence s and d electrons
as being in a single free electron-like band with an isotropic effective mass. The effective mass x_
is, in general, taken to be larger than the electron mass, since the d electrons, which contribute -.,_'
to the density of electrons, are in narrower bands than the free-electron-like s electrons. Within o
the F layers the bands for the minority and the majority spins are shifted by a k-indep-_ndent "=
exchange potential, yielding two different spin-dependent, constant potentials, I_ and VM. The x::,
value of the exchange splitting is chosen so that the difference in the density of the majority and
the minority electrons yields the net magnetic moment of the bulk ferromagnetic material, o"-Q

3. RESULTS

The theory, as developed thus far, includes eleven parameters and eight angular functions:
three effective masses mu, m,,, and mr;
three constant potentials VM, V,,, and Vr;
three relaxation times _M, %,, and %; ._
two thicknesses dp, and dr;
and eight interface scattering functions
SFj.F.,M , SF,s.F;m , SF.a;,t.M , SFj;s;m , Ss,F_;M , Sr,F_;m , St,F;F;M, and S.,.F;F:.,.



The results presented here include only the cases for which the relaxation times are identi-

cal "c- "c,, = "cM = %. ('I'he mean free paths of the minority and the majority spins within the F

layers and for the spacer metal are still different, however, since the Fermi velocities are
differenL) The interfaces are treated in two different ways. In the first approach the angular

dependence of the functions S;j:_:o is neglected and the eight functions are replaced by two con-
sl.ants

S_..r_..M = Sr.s:s._ = SsF:_:_¢ = S,.F:F..M = SM ,

SF._;_ = SFa:._:,,, = Ssy:_;,,, = Ss_:F:,,, = S_ ,

Now the system is defined by eleven constants.

In the second approach the different angular dependences in various S,j:k.o are explicitly
included.

Results are given for two different multilayer systems, (Fe/Cr), and ('Fe/Cu),,. In these
three metals the isotropic effective mass is assumed to be independent of the material and spin

orientation with a value mM = m,, = m._ = 4.0 x free-electron mass. With this effective mass
the potentials, with respect to the Fermi energy EF chosen to be at EF = 0, are

VM =- 8.23 eV, V,,, =- 5.73 eV for Fe;
V, =- 5.77 eV for Ct,
V, =- 8.54 eV for Cu.

The parameters that remain to be specified for each case -- (Fe/Cr),, and (Fe/Cu), -- in the
constant-S approximation are altogether five: (A) two geometric parameters d,,- and d,; 03) one
relaxation time z, which depends on bulk sample properties; and (C) two interface scattering

parameters Su, S,, (diffuse scattering versus potential scattering at the interfaces for the majority
and the minority spins respectively).
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Figure 2. The region in the two-dimensional parameter space (SM,S,,) where
(_p/p)>0.2 for dF =20,_, d, = 10_ , and x=5.0x 10-13s. (a) Potential

parameters corresponding to (Fe/Cr),,. Co) Potential parameters corresponding to
(Fe/Cu)..
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Even with these simplifications; the phenomena under consideration are complicated func-
tions of the 5 variables, and the task of describing these dependencies is not simple. In general
terms, and with exceptions, it is found that (Ap / p) is a strong function of the interface parame-
ters SM and S,., and a relatively weak function of the thicknesses and the mean free path. For
example, as S_f and S,,, independendy vary between 0 and 1, the calculated (&P/13) varies
between 0 and 92.7% for (Fe/Cr),, and 0 and 94.4% for (Fe/Cu),,, when values of dF = 20.0 /_ ;
ds= 10.0/_ and _= 5.0x 10"-13S are chosen. Figure 2 shows the regions in the two-
dimensional ( SM - S.,) parameter space where (&p / p) is greater than 20% for these values of

dr d., and x. With this choice of "_,the mean free paths are: (_ 4,250 ,_ for the majority-spin
ancl 3,540 _. for the minority-spin electrons in Fe; (ii) 3,560 for electrons in Cr; and (iii)
4,330 ,_ for electrons in Cu. These values correspond to ali mean free paths which are orders of
magnitude larger than the film thicknesses, i.e., the clean-film limit, where interface effects are
supposed to be paramount.

Some of the interesting results of the calculations are illustrated in figures 2-6. lt was
found in general that:

(A) (&p/P) is in general small (only a few percent) when SM = S.,, except [26]
when both parameters are very close to 1 (see figures 2 and 3).

03) (Ap / p), as a function of de, exhibits a variety of behaviors which include (i) a mono-
tonic decrease with increasing dF; and (ii) an initial increase followed by a decrease (a single
maximum); in ali cases the asymptotic value as dF "_ .o is zero (see figure 4).

(C) (&p/P), as a function of increasing d., exhibits either (i) a continuous monotonic
decrea_, or, most commonly, (ii) a single maximum at a value of d, of the order of dF; the
asymptotic value as ds _ **is also zero (see figure 5).

lD) (&p / P), as a function of the relaxation time "q either (i) increases monotonically and
saturat_ at a maximum value, or, most commonly, (ii) increases to a maximum, and then very

gradually decreases (see figure 6).
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Figure 2 contains information on how, for specific values of de. ds, and x, the quality of
the interfaces influences the MR. It is evident from the figure that the region of large MR is
close either to the line SM = 1, or to the line S,,, = 1, and away from the line Su = S,,,. There is
a very large asymmetry between SM and S,, in (Fe/Cr),,, but considerably less so in (Fe/Cu),.

A more realistic approach to the diffuse-versus-potential scattering at the interface requires
a full angular dependence of the eight functions Sij:k:a. In general [27-30] the diffuse scattering
is considerably larger for electrons impinging upon the interface in directions close to the nor-
ma]. Grazing-angle electrons are less effectively scattered, and they tend to be almost com-
pletely internally reflected. A common (first-order) approximation to these functions [27-30] is

Sij.,:o= SoexP L4_2(kiacos®,)2 j ; (6)

s.:,o=  xr,L  (k,o  o.e:)J (7)
Here rl is a parameter which depends on the roughness of the interface as well as the strength
and physical distribution of the scattering centers at the interface, kio is the magnitude of the k-
vector at the Fermi sphere of the spin-_ electrons in layer i, and ®; is the angle between the
electron velocity and the normal to the interface; So is the overall diffuse scattering strength at
grazing angle O = m2. It should be noted that the limit rl = 0 reduces the approximation to the
one previously discussed.

Figure 7 shows the influence of this angular dependence on the MR. As 11increases, the
MR in ge.neral decreases, except for the case in which SM and S,,, are very close in value; in the
latter, the difference in k-vector between the two spins, and the non-vanishing rl produce an
asymmetry in the diffuse interface scattering between the spins, and thus increases the MR.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 2(a) shows a marked asymmetry in the dependence of (Ap / p) for (Fe/Cr),, on SM
and S,, i.e., the majority- and minority-spin interface scattering have a very different effect on
the MR. For this system

)vu) < rv,)= IV,,l .

By contrast, a large asymmetry is not present in (Fe/Cu)., figure 2(b). Here

IV,l= IVMI < IVml

The difference in V, has a large effect on the MR, as can be seen in plots of the in-plane current
distributionacross the layers [25]. In many cases when (AO/ p) isvery large, the current distri- ;o
bution responsible for the large value of crrr is such that it is highly concentrated in one type of _'=
layer, either in the ferromagnet or in the spacer. This effect, which can be called channeling, o.
appears frequendy when there is a GMR. When the channeling is in the spacer layer it occurs
only when there is parallel alignment. Channeling in the FM layers, on the other hand, occurs
(in one type of F layer for each electron spin orientation) for both the parallel and the andparal- -r"
Icl configurations. From these considerations it is obvious that channeling in the spacer layer oo
should be more intimately connected with a GMR. It should be emphasized that channeling is
present when the potentials are different; GMR requires, in addition, asymmetric values of S(_.
Channeling and GMR are strongly correlated [31].

The experimentally observed values of MR in CFe/Cr),, and (Fe/Cu), multilayers can be
matched bv the calculation with a proper choice of the parameters. However, the model in its
present form, which considers ali of the valence s and d electrons as comprising a single band
with a single isotropic effective mass, yields effective resistivities p)T and pT., which are about _o
an order of magnitude smaller than those measured in multilayer structures. The effective resis-
tivities are too small because the model has too many free-electron-like conduction electrons: i.,=a

eight in Fe, six in Cr, and eleven in Cu. Proper consideration must be taken of the fact that, in

...... • ............... ,c .... >, .............



these metals, s and d electrons contribute very differently to the transport properties. The nar-
row character of the d-bands has been accounted for in the single-band approach by a single,
large, isotropic effective mass, four times larger than the free-electron mass. A better approach to
the problem would be to include a realistic band structure with its 12 bands, wide and narrow, as
well as the hybridization and spin polarization. Such a treatment would make the calculations
much more involved.

Within the confines of a single-band model a simple, natural way to decrease the number
of conduction elect_ns is by reducing the density of the electrons in each layer by a constant
scaling factor, ?, independent of the material and the spin of the electron. It should be stressed
that the introduction of such a scaling factor does not change the form of the results found
above. The number of electrons and the magnetization decreases by a factor of y. The resistivi-

1N

ties Orr and pr_ increase by a factor of about T, and (Ao / 9) decreases by a factor of about 73 .
A value of ? = 8 was chosen for making comparisons with experimental data. With this value the
number of effective free-electron-like conduction electrons are: 1.00 in Fe, 0.75 in Cr, and 1.38
in Cu. Calculations were able to yield values of the MR and the resistivities, prr and pt_, similar
to those measured experimentally.

Baibich et al. [4] found that a multilayer of (Fe 30 ,_/Cr 9 _)6o, prepared by molecular
beam epitaxy, had (Ap / 13)= 0.46 and a absolute resistivity change of about 23 l.tf2 cre. With
Su = 0.23, S,,, = 0.98, d_-= 30,_ ,ds = 9 _, and x = 1 x 10-13s values of prr = 30.6 I.tfl cm
and pr_ = 56.6 I.tC_cm were calculated, which corresponds to (Ap / p) = 0.46 for the MR.
Experimental values of p are between 20 and 80 I.t_ cre, With this choice of y, z, and effective
mass (i.e., an effective mass of four times the electron mass), the bulk mean free _aths are: 425
._ for the majority-spin and 354 ,_ for the minority-spin electrons in Fe; and 356 A for the elec-
trons in Cr.

P_troff et al. [14] report that a multilayer (Fe 15 ._/Cu 15 ,_,)6omade by sputtering, had
the following characteristics: prr = 24.8 I.t_ crn, pr_ = 27.8 I.tC_cm, and (_p / p) = 0.108. With
S_ =0.71, Su = 0.92, d_. =ds = 15_ and x = 1 x 10-13s values of pr'r = 25.2 t.t_ cm and
pr_ = 28.3 I.tI'_cm were calculated, which correspond to (Ap / p) = 0.11. Here the bulk mean

free Raths are: 425 ,,_for the majority-spin and 354 ,_, for the minority-spin electrons in Fe; and
433 A for the electrons in Cu.

As clearly seen above, a large MR requires, in general, a large difference in interface
scattering for the different spins. When Su = S,,, the MR is found to be not more than a few
percent. Therefore a large MR cannot be explained as being caused solely by different densities
of electrons with different spins, which vary from layer to layer. What is required is a spin
imbalance and a spin-dependent scattering mechanism at the interface, i.e., SM _ SM. When
such a spin-dependent scattering mechanism exists, for example when magnetic impurities are
present at the interfaces, the MR is profoundly influenced by spatial variations in the density of _,
electron spins. This is the main cause of the GMR effect in ferromagnetic multilayers, o"
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[3I] ltshouldbenotedthatthechannelingeffect,perse,doesnotnecessarilyleadtoa GMR,
ascanbe seenfromthecaseshowninfigure3 [ (Ap/p)---0forS#r= S,,,= I:the
currentdistributionisneverthelessconcentratedintheferromagneticlayers].The GMR
appearswhen,intheparaUelarrangement,thereischannelingforonlyone spinand
diffuseinterfacescatteringfortheotherone.Inthatcase,intheantiparallelarrangement,
bothspinspartakeinthediffusescattering,and thelongelec,'rontrajectories(andthe.
channeling)arelost. .
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